1.0 SCOPE

This standard defines the High Value Hardware care label which is to be displayed on SSD program designated high value hardware which is in transit.

2.0 REFERENCES

2.1 LAC 1001 “Protective Packaging and Handling, General Specifications for”

3.0 REQUIREMENTS

3.1 General

This care label requirement is in addition to any other container marking requirements imposed by the Procurement Document/Lockheed Packaging Standard (LPS). This care label shall not cover other specified markings.

3.2 Marking

Select and apply the appropriate size care label commensurate with the size of the shipping container.

3.3 Design Criteria

This pressure sensitive care label – colored red, black, and orange on a white background (see illustration) – is available in 3 sizes: 5.8 x 3.5, 9.5 x 6, and 16 x 10.5. This care label is documented by drawing PHE 26–1009.

4.0 SOURCE

Reprographic Services, 0/19–51, B/531, produced the initial supply of these care labels. The Art Master is in the custody of OPPE, 0/48–20, B/109. For a supply of care labels, contact Supervision or OPPE.